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President’s Post

By Luann Culbreth, M Ed, MBA, RT(R)(MR)(QM), CRA, FSMRT, FAHRA

Dear Family

For those of us who live in the northern hemisphere, summer
has recently begun. No matter where you live, thoughts of
summer include plans for vacations, holidays, camp, social
events, and a lot of thoughts about family time together. The
workhorse in us miraculously finds a way to ease off of our
daily full throttle approach for a little time away. We need it,
crave it, can’t wait for it, and work until the bitter last minute
with “this has to get done before I leave” racing through our
minds. (Funny how no one else other than ourselves thinks
that about our imposed work load.) By then we’re exhausted
and so weary that our time away is never long enough. Sound
familiar?

“You don't choose your family. They are God's gift to you, as you
are to them.” Desmond Tutu

This year, I’ve been blessed to grow and get to know family in
exceptional ways. My personal family is precious. The AHRA
family is remarkable. As we start to wind down our AHRA gov-
ernance year I can’t help but reflect back on so many AHRA
family members I’ve been fortunate enough to meet and
spend time with. In no other organization have I been able to
connect with those who just get each other and share an
incredible drive to be the best healthcare leaders we can be. At
meetings and events I have attended, I am amazed at how
people are connecting in ways that inspire and encourage pro-
fessional development. When we’re together we understand
each other – we can laugh, celebrate, commiserate, and even
cry with one another. When I read the AHRA Forum I can sense
the family feeling in the discussions. Some have never met;
they only know each other virtually. Whatever the venue,
AHRA members have a great desire to help one another, a fam-
ily desire to help one another.

“Call it a clan, call it a network, call it a tribe, call it a family.
Whatever you call it, whoever you are, you need one.” Jane
Howard  

Now, most importantly, take care of yourself so that you can
take care of your family. As we continue our personal and pro-
fessional journeys through life, find ways to keep yourself
whole, grounded, and focused on your reasons in life. I’m
reminded of the movie “The Family Man” with Nicolas Cage
and Tea Leoni. He was the workaholic who got a glimpse at
how life could be… with a family. As we strive to stay on top of
our ever changing profession, keep your family first and know
that your AHRA family is here to support you in many ways.

My AHRA Board of Directors spotlight this month is on Kevin
Hendrickson, CRA. He is the director of radiology at Norton
Healthcare-Norton Suburban Hospital in Louisville, KY.
Speaking of family, Kevin is like an “AHRA brother” to me and
many others. I first got to work with him in 2005-2006 when he
recruited me for the 2006 Annual Meeting Design Team. I saw
then his passion and commitment to the AHRA members.
Kevin is currently serving his last year on the Board, having
been elected to serve two consecutive terms since 2006. This
past year he was chosen to serve as AHRA Finance Director, a
position which includes the role of Secretary-Treasurer of the
AHRA and also a Class I Director on the AHRA Education
Foundation Board of Directors. You can contact him at
Kevin.Hendrickson@nortonhealthcare.org for anything about
AHRA. Please acknowledge him for his years of volunteer serv-
ice to AHRA - thank you Kevin!

I look forward to seeing you (and our families) next month at
AHRA’s 40th Annual Meeting and Exposition in Orlando, FL. As
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Barbara Bush once said: “Cherish your human connections -
your relationships with friends and family.”

My best to you and your family,
Luann

Luann Culbreth, M Ed, MBA, RT(R)(MR)(QM), CRA, FSMRT, FAHRA is
president of the 2011-2012 AHRA Board of Directors. She is execu-
tive director of cardiology, medical imaging, radiation oncology at
Saint Thomas Health in Nashville, TN and can be reached at
Luann.Culbreth@stthomas.org.

Regulatory Review

PPACA Survives: Impact on Imaging
By Adrienne Dresevic, Esq. and Carey F. Kalmowitz, Esq., and Stephanie P. Ottenwess, Esq.

Love it or hate it, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care
Act (PPACA) has survived the Supreme Court almost entirely
intact. In what was a surprise to some, Chief Justice John
Roberts sided with the four justices appointed by Democratic
presidents to declare 5-4 that the individual mandate was a
Constitutional exercise of Congress’s power to tax. The most
controversial provision in PPACA, the individual mandate,
requires those Americans deemed financially able to obtain
insurance by 2014 or face a penalty (which the Court termed a
“tax”) if they do not. 

Had the individual mandate not survived, it was widely
believed that the entire law would have been struck down. The
decision was unsatisfactory to many, and has ensured that
healthcare will remain a highly contentious subject through-
out this election cycle.  

The lone provision that was struck down, a provision that
would have pulled federal Medicaid funding to states that did
not adopt the changes to Medicaid under PPACA, will have lit-
tle effect on the implementation of the remaining portion of
the bill. The provision was struck down under “coercion theory.”
Basically, Congress is only allowed to attach strings to the
money that it gives to states if the strings are only considered
to be mild encouragement. Stripping away all Federal
Medicaid funding if states did not adopt the new provisions
was considered to be going too far. However, the federal gov-
ernment can still withhold funding for the new Medicaid provi-
sions if states do not fully comply. Few, if any, states are
expected to reject the new Federal funding with strings
attached.  

For now, all of the provisions of PPACA that have been coming
to the surface over the past couple of years will be fully imple-
mented. This includes the two PPACA provisions affecting radi-
ology reimbursement: the 75 percent equipment utilization
assumption rate and the 50 percent multiple procedure pay-
ment reduction applied to the technical component of
advanced diagnostic imaging services. 

Many of these provisions could also result in increased imag-
ing volume. Of course, millions of citizens that currently do not
have health care insurance will be signing up for a plan to
avoid the penalty. Also, millions more who are deemed unable
to afford insurance will be added to the Medicaid program.
Individuals with preexisting conditions will also no longer be
impeded from signing up for health insurance. In addition, pre-
ventative procedures such as mammograms will be provided
for free under the Medicare program. However, due to
increased provider scrutiny under PPACA, and a focus on quali-
ty care over quantity, volume may remain fairly steady.

With PPACA moving forward essentially intact, imaging
providers should also prepare for the reality of further consoli-
dation and integration. PPACA has incentivized integration
between different health care providers in provisions through-
out the law. These provisions are designed to increase the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of health care procedures. Greater
consolidation of networks will also mean initiatives by these
networks to acquire imaging providers.  

One provision moving ahead that pushes integration is the
Hospital Value-Based Purchasing Program. This program is
designed to decrease quantity and increase quality and effi-
ciency of hospital services. Under the program, Medicare will
make payments to hospitals based on performance standards
for a given period of time. Hospitals that perform better will
receive larger incentive payments. Performance standards are
more easily met in a highly integrated business environment,
therefore encouraging further integration. Resources continue
to be allocated towards strengthening the alignment between
hospitals or health systems and their physicians.  

Another program under PPACA that will push integration is the
Medicare Shared Savings Program. Under this program,
Accountable Care Organizations (ACOs) that meet certain qual-
ity standards will be eligible for financial incentives. ACOs will
be assigned at least 5,000 Medicare fee-for-service beneficiar-
ies based upon primary care physicians. There is an incentive
under this program for physicians to refer patients to other
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physicians within their own ACO. One of the keys to an effec-
tive ACO is the ability to efficiently share information. In order
to achieve the coordination necessary, further integration
between physicians, hospitals, and other professionals will be
necessary.  

Although the question of the individual mandate has been
resolved, there are still a number of other lawsuits making their
way through the judicial system challenging other provisions
of PPACA. Moreover, we will have to see who is sitting in the
Oval Office and which party will hold the majority in Congress
before knowing the real future for PPACA. Imaging providers
are well advised to continue to monitor PPACA implementa-
tion efforts, as well as subsequent legislative developments
that are likely to follow the Supreme Court’s ruling. 

Adrienne Dresevic, Esq. graduated Magna Cum Laude from
Wayne State University Law School. Practicing healthcare law, she
concentrates in Stark and fraud/abuse, representing various diag-
nostic imaging providers, eg, IDTFs, mobile leasing entities, and
radiology and multi-specialty group practices.

Carey F. Kalmowitz, Esq. graduated from NYU Law School.
Practicing healthcare law, he concentrates on corporate and
financial aspects, eg, structuring physician group practice transac-
tions; diagnostic imaging and ancillary services, IDTFs, provider
acquisitions, CON, compliance, and Stark and fraud/abuse.

Stephanie P. Ottenwess, Esq. graduated from Wayne State
University Law School.  Practicing healthcare law, she concen-
trates in fraud/abuse, compliance and risk management.

The authors are founding members of The Health Law Partners,
P.C. and may be reached at (248) 996-8510 or (212) 734-0128, or
at www.thehlp.com.

Commentary

2012 Annual Meeting Session Preview
By AHRA Staff

This August, Jef Williams, MBA, PMP of Ascendian Healthcare
Consulting in Sacramento, CA will present “How to Prepare
Your Organization for Radiation Safety and Dose
Management.” The session will address radiation safety legisla-
tion that was recently passed in California that will require
dose capture by 2013. This measure will likely gain nationwide
adoption. This session will explain the current state of radiation
dose and safety standards, list the ACR and dose reporting
requirements, and will help you to create a radiation safety
program that can benefit your organization.

Link managaing editor, Kerri Hart-Morris, recently spoke to the
presenter to get a feel for what attendees can expect from the
presentation.  

Link:What inspired you to present on this topic? 

JW: As a consulting firm headquartered in Sacramento, we
have watched closely as the state has moved toward legislative
requirements around capturing radiation dose. As a result, we
have been asked by our clients to assist with implementing
radiation safety programs that include not just dose capturing
and monitoring, but proactive measures including protocol
standardization, policies and procedures, and education. We
find this to be an exciting time as the metrics around dose his-
torically have not played a significant role in how we order
exams. What we’re seeing now as a result of the California leg-
islation and the resulting momentum across the country is a
desire to reduce radiation dose both at the exam level as well

as at the overall patient level. This is happening through the
adoption of technology, the implementation of policies and
procedures, and the continuing effort to educate staff, refer-
ring physicians, and patients.

Link: Why is your topic relevant to our members?

JW: I met recently with the leadership at the California
Radiologic Health Branch. They have been contacted by repre-
sentatives from all 50 states inquiring about the legislation and
resulting policies including reporting requirements and audit-
ing methodology. It’s been said, “as goes California, so goes the
nation.” I think that’s true of several places that combine a high
concentration of healthcare and proactive government includ-
ing Massachusetts and New York. That said, these policies are
gaining traction and will be adopted in some form, I believe, at
both the state and federal level over the next couple of years.
On top of that, we know that The Joint Commission will
address radiation dose going forward in some capacity – it’s
not a matter of if, but when.

Link: How might your presentation impact an attendee's job
and/or organization?

JW: The focus of my presentation is to bring forward the key
policies of the California legislation so that everyone knows
where this is all headed. But more importantly, I will be
addressing the programmatic components of a comprehen-
sive radiation safety program. The content of this presentation
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comes from our engagements with clients both within the
state of California as well as other states where radiation safety
programs are being led from a leadership standpoint rather
than simply compliance. Of course this positions such
providers with a great opportunity to drive awareness and
market a higher level of care to their patients.

Link: What words would you use to describe your presenta-
tion?

JW: Informative, fast paced, immediately adoptable informa-
tion, provocative.

Link: How can attendees prepare for your session in order to
get the most out of it?

JW: Probably the best preparation is to take inventory of their
current radiation safety programs. What exists? Where are the
gaps? My goal is to provide tactical information that will assist
with next steps.

Link: What do you think attendees will be most surprised to
learn from your presentation?

JW: How much opportunity exists to leverage a dose program
to educate and ultimately elevate the department both within
the enterprise as well as the community.

Link: If attendees were to remember one thing about your
presentation, what would you most like it to be? 

JW: That it is was worth the hour investment of their time. That
it was informative, fun, and provocative.

Commentary

What Would You Do?
By AHRA Staff

Every month, a hypothetical management situation is posted. You are encouraged to share your thoughts (in the comment box
at: http://link.ahraonline.org) on how you would address the issue. Here is this month’s question:

What would you do if you started a new leadership position in a  department that had severe culture problems (distrust
of supervisors, lack of employee engagement, etc.)? How would you earn the trust of your new employees and build a
more positive work culture?

Be sure to check out others’ responses and join the discussion.

Education Foundation

Vendor Spotlight: Siemens 
By AHRA Staff

Siemens and AHRA have developed a very robust relationship
over the past several years. Siemens has continuously demon-
strated their commitment to imaging management through
their leadership and support of many AHRA initiatives, includ-
ing financial support of AHRA’s Foundation Partnership
Initiative (FPI), sponsorship of the AHRA Spring Conference and
an annual symposium at the AHRA Annual Meeting. For the
past five years, Siemens has served as a Platinum Circle Partner
of the Foundation, contributing a total of $250,000 to support
many of its vitally important initiatives and to enhance the effi-
cacy of imaging and healthcare disciplines.

Through our partnership with Siemens, AHRA is able to pro-
vide world-class education to not only AHRA members, but
also to imaging professionals worldwide.   

“Siemens’ support of a multitude of AHRA and AHRA Education
Foundation initiatives is an excellent testimonial to their dedi-

cation to continuing education in the imaging space. Siemens
has been a long-time partner of AHRA and we are thankful for
their continued support over the past few several years.  Their
support is imperative as we continue to see the evolution of
healthcare both domestically and world-wide.” states Ernie
Cerdena, Chair of the AHRA Education Foundation.

“Siemens is proud to be a supporter of the AHRA and its
Education Foundation in its efforts to secure financial support
and develop programs, projects, and services designed to pro-
mote applied management education for imaging leaders,”
says Aaron Hudy, senior vice president, North America,
Siemens Healthcare
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CRA

By AHRA Staff

May 2012 CRA Results

Congratulations are extended to the May 2012 class of
Certified Radiology Administrators (CRAs). There are currently
909 individuals holding the CRA and CRA-Retired credentials
nationwide.

Fifty-nine people received a passing score over the course of
the month to become CRAs. These individuals may be recog-
nized by the credential “CRA” after their names.

Arkansas

Elisabeth A. Yacoback, CRA
Little Rock, AR

Arizona

Jeffrey White, CRA
Chandler, AZ

California

Meliton Bumanglag, CRA
Whittier, CA

Claytony Lau, MBA,CRA
Glendale, CA

Roseann Millward, CRA
Santa Ana, CA

Sukhvinder Puri, CRA
Duarte, CA

Joseph G. Simon, CRA,RT
Murrieta, CA

Colorado
Jeremy Iman, CRA
Denver, CO

Holly Knaub, CRA
Fort Collins, CO

Kimberly Mischo, CRA
Loveland, CO

Tim Saxton, CRA
Colorado Springs, CO

Roy M. Smither, MA, CRA, RT (R)
Castle Rock, CO

Connecticut

Pamela Cornelio, CRA

Stamford, CT

Marjory V. Savino, CRA
Ridgefield, CT

James Sheehan, CRA
New Haven, CT

Florida

Charles Hayden, CRA
Coral Springs, FL

Brenden Lindsey, CRA
Jacksonville, FL

James Stannard, CRA
Coconut Creek, FL

Chad Wiltz, CRA
Apollo Beach, FL

Georgia

Melinda Dobbs, CRA
Atlanta, GA

Pauline A. Edwards, CRA
Kennesaw, GA

Kari Prince, CRA
Fayetteville, GA

Iowa

Carolyn A. Kessell, CRA
La Porte City, IA

Illinois

Linda Castello, CRA
Lockport, IL

Nancy Jo David, CRA
Tinley Park, IL

Danielle Jaramillo, CRA
Libertyville, IL

Julie Kralis, CRA
Huntley, IL

Kansas

Constance Wagers, CRA
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Topeka, KS

Kentucky

Sharon Whitaker, CRA
Irvine, KY

Louisiana

Raleigh White, MA, CRA
Lafayette, LA

Massachusetts

Andrew J. McLaughlin, CRA
Georgetown, MA

Maryland

Sherry K. Mace, BS,CRA
Hagerstown, MD

Michigan

Ann Marie Holas-Dryps, CRA
Clinton Township, MI

Todd Thomasson, CRA
Saginaw, MI

Missouri

Scott A. Austermann, CRA
Troy, MO

North Carolina

Holly Carpenter, CRA
Cary, NC

Lee Craddock, CRA
Wake Forest, NC

Cynthia Gwathney, CRA, RT(R) (M)
Raleigh, NC

Nebraska

Jonathan Speaker, MHA, CRA
Nebraska City, NE

New Hampshire

Delia Blehm, MS, CRA
Derry, NH

New York

Karen Lebiednik, CRA
Utica, NY

Cynthia Mento, CRA
Tappan, NY

Robert Pfeiffer, CRA
Boonville, NY

Ohio

Dylan Black, CRA
Bellville, OH

Keith Wenning, CRA
Maumee, OH

Pennsylvania

Robert J. Bonczek, CRA
Clarks Summit, PA

Dwayne Richardson, CRA
Philadelphia, PA

Tennessee

Benny Hopper, BS,CRA
Watertown, TN

Texas

Barry L. Borel, CRA
Flint, TX

Curtis R. Bush, MS,CRA
Dallas, TX

Toby Edwards, CRA
Saginaw, TX

Lisa Hammonds, CRA
Midlothian, TX

Greg Pipes, MS,CRA
Garland, TX

Mark Toatley, CRA
Spring, TX

Utah

Ivan Mitchell, MBA,CRA
Park City, UT

Washington

Ronald Becker, CRA
Seattle, WA

Christopher Diehl, BS,CRA
Spanaway, WA
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One of the happiest days for a parent is hearing your child’s
first word. One of your worst days is when your child learns the
word “why.” (If you are a parent, no explanation is necessary.)
The same is true for a radiology administrator who hears this
word from staff, patients, physicians, and other departments.  

As a CRA, you are constantly answering this and other ques-
tions related to the credential. The usual questions are: What is
a CRA? What are the requirements? What do I study? These are
the easy questions. The easy ones always lead, just like in par-
enting, to “why.” It is imperative that a CRA be able to answer
the “why” questions about the credential, which are usually
some version of: “Why should I?” The answers are many and
vary from person to person, but they provide the value to the
credential.

Being a CRA is the demonstration and validation of your expe-
riences, education, development, and comprehension as a
business manager. The CRA is outward evidence to others that
you have attained a goal and an elite status most others have
not. The CRA is your evidence to the public, regulators, admin-
istrators, and other department leaders that you have dedicat-
ed the time, effort, and desire to set yourself apart from the
rest and that you have made a commitment to your profession
and the standards of conduct, ethics, and activities required by
the credential. 

What a CRA is and why someone should become one is some-
thing you can easily articulate. So why are you, as a person
who cares enough about the profession to join AHRA, not a
CRA? That “why” question is answered most often by three
statements: 1) I don’t know enough about it; 2) I am afraid I
can’t pass it; and 3) I don’t know what to study. 

The first and the last are easily answered on the website. Just
get the five AHRA books – all the questions come from those
books, as well as one other. The second statement has more to

do with insecurity than lack of competency. With an examina-
tion designed to test what you do every day, a set of reference
materials available from one source, multiple exam days, and
computer aided testing locations around the country, the
question of why you haven’t taken the next logical step in your
career is harder to escape, except for the fear factor. 

Your peers on the Radiology Administrators Certification
Commission (RACC) have done all we can do to make the
application requirements reasonable, the test available, the ref-
erence materials concise, and the examination as pertinent as
possible to the requirements of all radiology administrators.
The examination is not just for big institutions, big depart-
ments, or hospitals; the CRA is a credential based on your
knowledge and skills as a manager, business person, and
leader. You will notice on the application that all your clinical
work is worth only one point, but your experience is worth
more. That is because this credential is more practice based
than theory based.

So now it is up to you. Why not you? Why not now? Why not
start today? Why are you limiting your progress in your chosen
career? You would not tolerate this from your staff members
who ask you why they need to be registered, so don’t tolerate
it for yourself. This may be the day you come to realize the
word “why” is holding you back. Forget the fear, forget the
excuses. Do it for you, do it now. Become a CRA and help set
the standard for your facility and your community.

Bruce Hammond, CRA, CFAAMA, CNMT is the President and CEO
of Diagnostic Health Services in Addison, TX. He can be reached at
bruce@bwhcra.com.

CRA

Answering “Why?”
By Bruce Hammond, , CRA, CFAAMA, CNMT

Wisconsin

John H. Carey, MBA,CRA
Marshfield, WI

Denise Dedor, MA, CRA
Neshkoro, WI
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AHRA News

40 Meetings Strong
By Angelic P. McDonald, MS, CRA

This year we celebrate 40 years of AHRA Annual Meetings and
collaboration, and we get to do that in the great state of
Florida! When we think Florida, we think FUN, SUN, AMUSE-
MENT, and FAMILY! Your 2012 AHRA Annual Meeting has been
designed with all of the that in mind! This year, imaging lead-
ers from across the globe will gather at the Gaylord Palms
Hotel in Kissimmee, Florida from August 12-15 to be empow-
ered with the skills, tools, and connections to meet the imag-
ing management challenges of the future!

Your Design Team has been working all year to bring together
dynamic, passionate keynote speakers, time sensitive breakout
sessions, and workshops focused on real life issues relevant to
today’s imaging administrators.  

As we embark on this 40th Annual Meeting it is important to
look back on its origins. Our organization started out of need.
No other organization covered the very specific topics and
challenges imaging administrators faced. As such, we learned
from each other, shared best practices, and collaborated on
issues. This 40th Annual Meeting and Exhibition stays true to
those roots. Imaging administration is in a state of constant
change. Through the AHRA we can embrace that change head
on knowing we have a network system that stretches across
the globe empowering us. 

For those serious about their imaging administration creden-
tials, we’re offering the CRA Exam workshop. This all day event
brings in excellent speakers to help prepare you for the CRA
exam. Learn test preparation techniques, review subject mat-
ter, and define resources to continue in the preparation
process. As hospitals realize what hiring serious imaging
administrators brings to the bottom line of an organization,
the CRA credential is at the top of the list.  

If patient satisfaction has been a concern, then be sure to
come early for the “From Service to EXPERIENCE: Imaging Tools
to Excel in a Pay for Performance Culture” workshop with
Randy Kirk, where he takes you on the financial journey of why
experience makes a difference in imaging. Get tools for raising
your scores!  

For new imaging leaders, the Basic Management Skills
Program was uniquely designed to take the guess work out of
filtering through which various sessions to attend. We’ve done
that work for you and lined up the most critical topics for this
skill level. 

We will have 150+ exhibitors in the Exhibit Hall, where you can
comparison shop and speak to industry experts all in one con-
venient location. Bring your criteria and PO’s in hand and
brush up on your negotiation skills.

While our members are serious about work, we are also serious
about FUN! Join us at the Falcon’s Fire Golf Club for the
Imaging Classic Golf Tournament or enjoy the afternoon at the
Cypress Springs Family Fun Water Park! This Everglades-
inspired tree house with waterslides, ground sprays, and a fam-
ily lagoon is a perfect place to relax after a day of meetings
and collaboration. And, of course, one of the best social events
of the year is our theme party. This year, our party theme is
Havana Nights! So bring on the salsa dancing and mojitos!  

Be a part of the 40 year strong tradition and register today! 

Angelic P. McDonald, MS, CRA is the Annual Meeting Design Team
Chair. She is the director of imaging services at Willowbrook
Methodist Hospital in Houston, TX. She can be reached at apmc-
donald@tmhs.org.

AHRA News

AHRAdatalynx Usage
By AHRA Staff

Since AHRAdatalynx launched, AHRA members have been dis-
covering the value of this new benchmarking tool, as 154
members have filled out the surveys so far in the following
content areas:

• Productivity and Utilization: 114 completed
• Compensation and Benefits: 84 completed
• Equipment and Usage: 70 completed
• Financials: 53 completed
• Radiologists and Turnaround Time (TAT): 72 completed
• Referring Physicians: 67 completed 

Thank you to all who have contributed their facility’s data thus
far. 

We’ve had some encouraging participation, but it’s not quite
enough for a statistically significant dataset. If you have not
done so already, please fill out the surveys so that we can open
up Levels Two and Three of AHRAdatalynx and make the full
data set available for viewing. 

There is a large geographic spread of members who have filled
out the surveys, but as of now, New England has the fewest
responses with only three facilities completing any of the
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major sections. New England is a competitive region (we have
the best sports teams in the country, after all – AHRA staff are a
little biased as New England natives), so we’re confident that
this region can step it up and help bring us to our goal! 

Data integrity is very important to keep in mind while you are
filling out these surveys. If false data is entered just to mark a
survey as complete, nobody will benefit. Because it can skew
the dataset, any data seen to be false will not be included in
the final dataset. It is only worth it to you and your fellow
AHRA members if you take the time to enter the correct data,
so make sure you double-check what you’ve entered before
you submit it!

AHRA News

Annual Meeting Volunteers Needed
By AHRA Staff

AHRA’s Annual Meeting and Exposition is just a few weeks
away, and we’re looking for volunteers interested in writing
short articles for Convention Daily and the Annual Meeting
Blog.

Writers are needed to attend sessions and write about them,
providing fellow attendees with brief synopses. Attendees of
all sessions, including exhibitor symposia and the workshop
“From Service to EXPERIENCE: Imaging Tools to Excel in a Pay
for Performance Culture” are encouraged to write.

We would also like attendees to submit their photos and
videos taken during the meeting by emailing them to khart-
morris@ahraonline.org or stopping by the Convention Daily
office at the Gaylord Palms.

AHRA members not attending the meeting will have online
access to Convention Daily as it is published, as well as real time
updates via the Annual Meeting Blog, so even those unable to
make it to Orlando will be able to keep up with the event!

If you are interested in contributing to Convention Daily and
the Annual Meeting Blog or would like further information,
please contact Kerri Hart-Morris at
khartmorris@ahraonline.org.

To read and subscribe to the Annual Meeting Blog, visit:
http://ahra2012.wordpress.com.

AHRA News

The 2012 Annual Meeting Blog is Now Live
By AHRA Staff

Be sure to check out the 2012 Annual Meeting Blog (http://ahra2012.wordpress.com) before, during, and after the Annual
Meeting. This blog gives AHRA the opportunity to connect with members, meeting attendees, speakers, and exhibitors, and
allows readers to comment on and rate posts, access from your mobile device, and subscribe via email.

This blog seeks to help personalize your Annual Meeting experience. Access all of the information you need and get the inside
track on workshops, sessions, events, and more before the event even begins. Then visit the site during the meeting for session
synopses, the latest issue of Convention Daily, contest updates, photos, videos, and more—all from one place, whether you’re
with us in Orlando or on the other side of the globe.
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Need a break from working all the time? Would you like to relax a little, maybe play a round of golf with friends? In sunny Florida?

You deserve it. Thanks to the AHRA Education Foundation and our tournament sponsors, you’re in luck!  

Register today for the 2012 AHRA Education Foundation Imaging Classic!

This year’s tournament will be held at Falcon’s Fire Golf Club in Orlando, FL. Falcon’s Fire is approximately 1.5 miles away from the
Gaylord Palms, and we have adjusted the departure time accordingly. The start time has been bumped up from the 7:30am to
8:00am. For those of us that cherish a Sunday morning snooze, those extra 30 minutes will make all the difference. Just be sure to
grab breakfast before boarding the buses; lunch is provided as part of the tournament, breakfast is not.

Registration fees for AHRA members are $100 ($125 for non-members). The tournament is played in a scramble format, with
awards given to the best flight and other challenges. A delicious lunch will be served immediately following the tournament,
along with the awards ceremony, and a player favorite, the raffle!

Players may register as a team (foursome) or on their own. Teammate request will be honored as much as possible.
Instead of daydreaming about a day filled with golf fun, register today. (Come on! What are you waiting for?)

The AHRA Education Foundation provides scholarships, educational opportunities, and support to our members.  The Imaging Classic
provides a fun and easy way for members to pitch in.

AHRA News

Hey Player!
By AHRA Staff

AHRA News

Member Appreciation
By AHRA Staff

Here, we warmly welcome new members, acknowledge the
tenure of our most committed members, and recognize any
recent successes among all members. If you would like to
acknowledge a colleague, announce a promotion, or make us
aware of an accomplishment please let us know.

New Members (as of June 2012)

Christy Allen, Vidalia, GA
Lisa Allgier, Fredericktown, MO
Matthew Alvarado, Round Rock, TX
Edwin Alvarez, Brewster, NY
Joseph Babcock, Vicksburg, MI
Debbra Bauman, Beloit, WI
Yuland Beard-Tyner, Lewisville, TX
Kristin Bechler, Kalamazoo, MI
Margaret Blankenship, Sugar Land, TX
Mike Blee, Coeur D Alene, ID
Sonja Boles, Reidsville, NC
Trina Brandenstein, Evansville, IN
Cindy Burke, Meridian, ID
Courtnie Chambers, Baytown, TX
Sabrina Cole, Metairie, LA
Tim Craddock, Rochester, NY
Mary Cuellar, Houston, TX
Michael Culbert, Manchester, NH
Carolyn Daniels, Chesterfield, VA

Daylynn Day, Coeur D Alene, ID
Kristin Deel, Tuba City, AZ
Susan Depottey, Kalamazoo, MI
Jody Dragoo, Austin, TX
Jason Duncan, Akron, OH
Pam Duncan, Evansville, IN
Ivory Edwards, Houston, TX
Marcey Eisen, Owings Mills, MD
Kimberly Farinas, Jeffersonville, IN
Mechelle Farnsworth, Springfield, MA
Anne Fisher, Houston, TX
Chris Fitzgerald, Kalamazoo, MI
Debra Flores, Cedar Creek, TX
Christina Foutch, Saint Joseph, MO
Stephanie Frantz, Evansville, IN
Mary Giesa-Campolongo, New York, NY
Mauricio Gomez, Wellington, FL
Jesse Gonzalez, Cedar Park, TX
Joyce Goodwin, Houston, TX
Tony Goodwin, Evansville, IN
Gina Grennan, Sterling, IL
Casey Grigsby, Lebanon, NH
Ros Grizzard, Houston, TX
Angela Hadlock, Austin, TX
Tim Haley, Metairie, LA
Eugene Hasson, Los Angeles, CA
Lee Ann Heinert, Kalamazoo, MI



Tina Heirsch, Metairie, LA
Keath Henderson, Houston, TX
Vickie Hite, Indianapolis, IN
Jim Holder, Palo Alto, CA
Kimberly Hubbard, Galesburg, MI
Michael Hubbard, Kalamazoo, MI
Tim Hubbard, Wylie, TX
Dennis Indiero, Houston, TX
Larry Johnson, Kyle, TX
Scottie Jones, Houston, TX
Crystal Kahre, Evansville, IN
Miranda Kane, Bridgeport, WV
James Kean, Commerce, GA
Steven Kutz, Bethlehem, PA
Joan Leicht, Bethlehem, PA
Jennifer Leonard, Abington, PA
Rose-Marie Liboiron, Houston, TX
Ruth Ann Lindner, New York, NY
Nicole Litzkow, Saint Paul, MN
Jennifer Luhry, Akron, OH
Anna Macek, Baytown, TX
Craig Mailhos, Metairie, LA
Russell Maroni, Akron, OH
Lori Marsh, Bethlehem, PA
Anna McGavin, Houston, TX
Martin McLean, Saint Paul, MN
Kimberly Mink, Bethlehem, PA
Daniel Morrissey, Houston, TX
Al Moses, Smyrna, GA
Beatrice Mudge, Baltimore, MD
Lyle Muhammad, Houston, TX
Marsha Murray, Houston, TX
Jennifer Neely, Coeur D Alene, ID
Sharon O'Neal, Houston, TX
Ann Parsons, Bethlehem, PA
Tammy Payton, Round Rock, TX
Patrick Phillips, ,
Roy Phillips, Houston, TX
John Probus, Evansville, IN
Lisa Richoux, Metairie, LA
Theresa Roberts, Melbourne, FL
Christal Rogers, Almond, NY
Victor Rojas, Miami, FL
Angela Ryan, Jeffersonville, IN
Sandra Scott, Akron, OH
Mark Seagreaves, Bethlehem, PA
Stacie Seldon, Kalamazoo, MI
Bethany Selvage, Kalamazoo, MI
Jenny Severud, Saint Paul, MN
Carla Kelly Smith, Brookhaven, MS
Nathan St. Juliana, Hannibal, MO
Katie Stambaugh, Hannibal, MO
Suzanne Stewart, Evansville, IN
Terry Stith, Houston, TX
Anna Struhs, Rigby, ID
Nancy Swanston, Bellaire, TX
Michelle Taylor, Akron, OH
Leann Teigen, Hannibal, MO
J. Luis Terreforte, Allentown, PA
Jennifer Valiant, Saint Paul, MN

Jill Vandenheuvel, Albert Lea, MN
Elizabeth Varecka, Melbourne, FL
David Velez, Luling, TX
Kelly Vitek, Smithville, TX
Dorothy Walden-Woodworth, St Paul, MN
Shannon Webb, Madison, FL
Michael Wedgeworth, Jr, Houston, TX
Anneli White, Beloit, WI
Jean Wiese, Iowa City, IA
Kelly Wilkinson, Evansville, IN
Kim Williams, Sugar Land, TX
Maribel Williams, Baytown, TX
Richard Wright, Atlanta, GA
Mark Yarman, Tuba City, AZ
Susan Young, Houston, TX

Do you know someone who can benefit from an AHRA mem-
bership? Let us know! Send contact information to our mem-
bership department at memberservices@ahraonline.org.

Member Anniversaries (as of July 2012)

25+ Years

Robert Staton (26)

10-24 Years

Peter Karis (20)
Linda Frazier (19)
Paul Dubiel (19)
Paul Moreno (13)
Elizabeth Fegley (13)
Karen Knowlton (13)
B. Kelly Murphy (12)
Shelly McSparrin (12)
Elizabeth Bates (11)
L. Douglas Davis (11)
Mona Valentine (11)
Anthony Howard (11)
Cheryl Martin (11)
Mark Antal (11)
Brian Lilly (11)
Connie Stanish (11)
Cathy Hovel (11)
David Fuller (10)
Craig Czaplinksi (10)
Mansle Raines (10)
Timothy Scalise (10)
Sara Sturmer (10)

5-9 Years

Melissa Bowen (9)
Ernest Chavez (9)
Mathews Hizon (9)
Sean Light (9)
Donna Penn (9)
Karen Greenwood (9)
Maureen Sacchetti (8)
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Jason Evans (8)
Tracy Evans (8)
Gary Naron (8)
Sherry Spinella (8)
Natalie Roper (8)
Timothy Lambrecht (7)
Anthony Rice (7)
David Zaller (7)
Carlos Gonzalez (7)
James Hitzman, Jr. (7)
Marci Paulk (7)
Paulette Duckrey (7)
Brian Wetzel (7)
Judith Zavatsky (7)
Sandra Yanez (7)
Walter Williams (7)
Sharon Gibbs (7)
Kevin Smith (6)
Pam Deel (6)
Robin Simpson (6)
Dennis Roebuck (6)
Dianne Tiernan (6)
Jill Taylor (6)
Willie Arbuthnot (6)
Jeffrey Green (6)
Debra Regehr (6)
Paulla Woomer (6)
Charles Ashworth (6)

Wesley Harden (6)
Diane O’Connell (6)
Cody Van (6)
Jeff Amans (6)
Derek Bergan (6)
Daniel Cameron (6)
Bradley Stevens (6)
Tammye Lanham (6)
Vernon Townsend (6)
Melody Pierson (6)
Debra Thompson (6)
Jack Retzlaff (5)
Cynthia Sawyers (5)
Renaldo Dorsey (5)
Rhonda Atchley (5)
Chad Jasperson (5)
Roy Thomas (5)
Berry Ng (5)
England Griner (5)
Tina Leger (5)
Patrece Mitchell (5)
Stacie Buck (5)
Donald Harders (5)
W. Daryle Heath (5)
Debora Easler (5)
Christopher Peck (5)
Melody Sulliban (5)
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